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The development of capable, reliable, and cost-effective compact electron beam sources remains a long-standing objective of the efforts to develop the accelerator systems needed for on-site research and industrial applications ranging from electron beam welding to high performance x-ray and gamma ray light sources for element-resolved microanalysis and national security. The need in these applications for simplicity, reliability, and low cost has emphasized solutions compatible with the use of the long established and commercially available pulsed microwave rf sources and L-, S- or X-band linear accelerators. Thermionic microwave electron guns have proven to be one successful approach to the development of the electron sources for these systems providing high macropulse average current beams with picosecond pulse lengths and good emittance out to macropulse lengths of 4–5 microseconds. But longer macropulse lengths are now needed for use in inverse-Compton x-ray sources and other emerging applications. We describe in this paper our approach to extending the usable macropulse current and pulse length of these guns through the use of thermal diffusion to compensate for the increase in cathode surface temperature due to back-bombardment.
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I. BACKGROUND

Microwave thermionic electron guns were developed at Stanford in the early 1980’s in response to the need for a source of high peak current electron bunches operable at gigahertz rep rates with emittances adequate for operation throughout the infrared and visible spectral regions. The design developed by Glen Westenskow and John Madey (Fig. 1) proved highly successful in this application, serving as the basis of a compact free-electron laser (FEL) system [1] well suited for both fundamental FEL research at wavelengths extending to 350 nm in the visible [2] as well as applications in medicine and materials science including the first use of an FEL in human surgery [3]. The design of the Stanford prototype gun was also incorporated as part of the first successful commercially produced FEL light source.

The present capabilities of the thermionic microwave electron gun used at the University of Hawaii (UH) to provide the electrons for subsequent acceleration to energies from 30 to 45 MeV and use in the lab’s free electron laser sources are summarized in Table I. As the emphasis in the development of this gun was on high macropulse peak and average currents, the emittance cited in Table I could undoubtedly be improved by further development of the design if needed for future research. But the gun’s measured geometric emittance at 42.2 MeV of 0.105 μm and 0.120 μm (a normalized emittance of 8.67 μm and 9.91 μm) in the vertical and horizontal planes, respectively [4], has proven adequate for all efforts to date including the pioneering measurements of the sub-Poisson fluctuations of the MkIII FEL’s coherent spontaneous harmonic radiation at a wavelength of 350 nm, deep in the blue [2].

The principle limitations of this injector follow from the transient heating of the surface of its lanthanum hexaboride cathode due to bombardment by the electrons emitted late in each rf cycle that reverse their direction in the gun cavity and deposit the energy they gather from the reversed accelerating field in the surface of the cathode. As related in further detail below, the increased cathode current due to this back-bombardment effect reduces the amplitude of the accelerating field as a function of time during each macropulse, changing both the phase and bunch length of the micropulses injected into the subsequent linac. As reviewed at further length below, the tolerable limits on these changes in bunch length and phase determine the allowable increase in cathode current during each macropulse.

Although these effects of increased beam loading due to back-bombardment can in principle be limited by lowering the $Q$ of the gun cavity to reduce the change in shunt impedance due to the change in cathode current, it would be preferable from the standpoint of system efficiency to limit the change in cathode surface temperature by reducing
or compensating for the effects of back-bombardment. We have developed the technique of “laser cooling” to achieve this objective as described in Sec. IV.

But it seems best to introduce this discussion with an account of the effects of the transient beam loading of the accelerating gradient in thermionic microwave guns on the length and phase of the bunches they provide for injection into the subsequent linear accelerator.

Integration of the electrons’ equations of motion in the time varying accelerating field of a microwave gun cavity yields the functional relation between the momentum and time at which the electrons exit the gun cavity as shown in Fig. 2 [5]. In the family of guns developed following the demonstration of the Stanford prototype, the electrons which are emitted early in the rf cycle leave the cavity with the highest momentum, decreasing monotonically for later times of emission. Most significantly, the relationship between exit time and momentum is nonlinear, and not easily represented by a low order power series expansion.

Compression of the long “chirped” electron pulses available at the exit of the gun cavity to the picosecond durations required for FEL operation require the inclusion in the transport system from the gun cavity to the subsequent linac the means to introduce a transit time that increases with increasing momentum, and also the means needed to adjust the nonlinear dependence of transit time on momentum to cancel the nonlinear dependence evident in the plot in Fig. 2.

In the family of gun systems that followed the development of the Stanford prototype, these objectives were accomplished by the inclusion of an Enge alpha magnet [6] with an adjustable magnetic field gradient, and a pair of simple drift tubes of adjustable length.

In a simple drift tube of length $l$, the transit time varies with momentum ($\gamma \beta mc$) as

\[ \frac{1}{T} = \frac{1}{\gamma} \left( \frac{\gamma - 1}{\gamma + 1} \right) \frac{1}{\beta c} \]

or

\[ T = \frac{\gamma + 1}{\gamma - 1} \frac{1}{\beta c} \]
transit time = \left( \frac{1}{c} \right) \left[ \left( \frac{1}{\beta \gamma} \right)^2 + 1 \right]^{1/2}, \quad (1)

while in an Enge alpha magnet the transit time for an electron injected at the mirror angle of 40.70 degrees varies as [7]

\begin{equation}
\text{transit time} = \frac{0.1905(T^2 m^2)}{c \sqrt{\nabla B}} \left[ 2 + (\beta \gamma)^2 + \left( \frac{1}{\beta \gamma} \right)^2 \right]^{1/4}, \quad (2)
\end{equation}

yielding a net transit time through this combination of components given by

\begin{equation}
\text{net transit time} = \left( \frac{1}{c} \right) \left[ \left( \frac{1}{\beta \gamma} \right)^2 + 1 \right]^{1/2} + \frac{0.1905(T^2 m^2)}{c \sqrt{\nabla B}} \times \left[ 2 + (\beta \gamma)^2 + \left( \frac{1}{\beta \gamma} \right)^2 \right]^{1/4}. \quad (3)
\end{equation}

The Enge alpha magnet in this system provides the critical means needed to compensate for the time delay in the appearance of the lower momentum electrons at the output of the gun cavity. For normalized momenta in the vicinity of \( \beta \gamma \sim 2 \), the differing nonlinear dependencies of transit time on momentum in the alpha magnet and the drift tube provide the means needed to independently adjust the low order nonlinear terms relating transit time and momentum for the composite system to almost perfectly compensate for the nonlinear dependence of exit time on momentum out to emission phases of 50 degrees as shown in Fig. 3.

Such fortuitous cancellation of the nonlinear terms inherent in the functional relationship between exit time and momentum is possible only in the region of electron momentum in which the electron velocity remains dependent on momentum. While this is a natural region for operation of single cell microwave gun systems, corresponding to exit electron energies of the order of 1 MeV, microwave gun systems with a greater number of cells and higher exit energies can prove less effective in their capability to deliver the very short picosecond pulses available from the family of guns based on the design of the single cell Stanford prototype.

But the nearly ideal compression of the chirped bunches emerging from the gun system as illustrated in Fig. 3 is possible only for a harmonically varying field with the amplitude of 550 kV/cm as cited in Fig. 2.

![FIG. 3. Computed distribution in momentum and time of the electrons from the prototype Stanford single cell gun cavity as per Fig. 2 as injected into the subsequent linac section after passage through the drift tubes and Enge alpha magnet in the optimized prototype Stanford gun system. The gradient of the magnetic field in the alpha magnet in this simulation was set to 1.29 T/m. Note that all the electrons emitted from the cathode at phases between 0 and 50 degrees have been compressed into a bunch less than 1 picosecond wide.](image)

**FIG. 4.** Computed distributions in momentum and time for the optimized prototype Stanford thermionic gun system for peak accelerating gradients between 500 and 600 kV/cm and a alpha magnet field gradient of 1.29 T/m. Note that bunching comparable to that shown in Fig. 3 at a gradient of 550 kV/cm can be obtained for all gradients between 540 and 560 kV/cm. Electrons with momenta outside the region of “good bunching” were blocked from passage through the alpha magnet by a movable knife-edged beamstop located at the apogee of their orbits through the alpha magnet. The noncritical dependence of bunching on accelerating gradient evidenced in this figure has made it possible to preserve the width of the bunches injected into the linac even as the time-dependent beam loading due to back-bombardment lowered the gradient from an initial value in the vicinity of 560 kV/cm to a value in the vicinity of 540 kV/cm at the end of each rf pulse.
Changes in the accelerating gradient in the gun cavity change both the degree of bunching that can be achieved with a given alpha magnet gradient and also the time at which the compressed bunches are delivered to the first cells of the subsequent linac as shown in Fig. 4. As is apparent from this figure, the accelerating gradient must be maintained between 540 and 560 kV/cm to keep the duration of the bunches below 3 ps assuming the low energy knife edge in the alpha magnet is set to reject electrons with $\beta \gamma < 2.5$.

The rejection of electrons emitted after 50 degrees (with $\beta \gamma < 2.5$) in the Stanford family of guns was accomplished through the installation of a movable knife edge in the alpha magnet that intercepted the trajectories of the lower momenta electrons, blocking their passage through the system as shown in Fig. 1.

### III. LIMITATIONS IMPOSED BY BACK-BOMBARDMENT

The increase in beam loading due to the increase in cathode current due to back-bombardment during each macropulse reduces the accelerating gradient during each pulse to values that must be limited to the range in which useful bunching can be achieved as per Fig. 4. The change in bunch lengths apparent in Fig. 4 between accelerating gradients of 540 and 560 kV/cm is representative of the largest acceptable change in bunch length for the FEL systems with which these microwave thermionic guns have been used, leading to measured FWHM durations of the accelerated bunches at $\sim 3$ ps as shown in Fig. 5 [8].

The change in cathode current that can be tolerated given these constraints on the change in accelerating gradient can be measured by measuring the change in the electrons momentum distribution during each pulse using the alpha magnet and its low energy knife edge as a spectrometer, and relating these measured spectra to the momentum distributions plotted in Fig. 4 for each accelerating gradient. For the updated version of the Stanford prototype gun now operated at UH, careful measurements of these time dependent momentum distributions have established that the change in cathode current during each macropulse must be limited to no more than 150 mA to maintain the accelerating gradient between 540 and 560 keV during each macropulse.

The time at which the compressed bunches were injected into the linac also changes with beam loading, with the electrons accelerated by a 540 kV/cm field reaching the linac approximately 4 ps later than the electrons accelerated by a 560 kV/cm field. Though not ideal, this effective phase slew appears to the FEL systems driven by the gun and linac as a small change in the 2856 MHz rep rate of the accelerated electrons which can be compensated by adjusting the spacing of the cavity mirrors. Although this shift in phase also shifts the positions of the injected bunches on the peak of the accelerating wave in the linac used to raise their energy to 40 MeV, the effect on the measured energy spectrum was small. As shown in Fig. 6, the energy spread of the accelerated electrons at the output of the linac at UH is 150 keV, closely matching the electrons’ energy spread out of the gun and alpha magnet.

![FIG. 5. Temporal electron distribution within a single bunch after acceleration through the linac obtained using the Hamamatsu 5680 streak camera with synchroscan unit. This plot is the average of 100 images of the same single bunch within the macropulse of the 2.856 GHz train of pulses generated by the present UH microwave gun. After subtraction in quadrature of the 2 ps of width attributable to the finite resolution of the streak camera used in these measurements, the 3.7 ps FWHM measured by the streak camera yields an actual bunch FWHM of 3.1 ps.](image)

![FIG. 6. Measured energy spectrum of the accelerated bunches from the present UH thermionic microwave gun when operated with an accelerating gradient ranging from 600 to 500 kV/cm as determined by back-bombardment with a gun cavity output current of 500 mA and an accelerated beam current of 180 mA at a final energy of 41.8 MeV. In this figure, the width of the energy scan is 2.0%, and the FWHM of the energy spectrum is 0.25%, closely matching the electrons’ 150 keV energy spread when injected into the linac.](image)
The final problem presented by the time-dependent temperature rise due to back-bombardment is the increase in current that would be injected into the subsequent linac if all of the electrons emitted by the cathode were to be injected into the linac following bunching. That increase in current, which typically approaches 20% during operation of the present UH gun cavity, would result in an independent energy slew in the linac as the linac’s accelerating field gradient drooped in response to the beam loading attributable to the ramp in accelerated current. The magnitude of this droop in energy would approach 1 MeV under typical operating conditions of 40 MeV, far more than could be tolerated for the applications in which this system is used.

In practice, this effect can be nulled by setting the knife-edged beamstop in the alpha magnet that blocks the passage through the alpha magnet of the low energy electrons that exit from the gun cavity to a position that allows a decreasing fraction of the higher energy electrons to pass through the alpha magnet as their energy droops due to increased beam loading in the gun cavity. The relatively weak dependence of bunching on magnetic field gradient significantly facilitates the setups needed to achieve this result, allowing the gradient and resultant orbit sizes in the alpha magnet to be empirically adjusted to yield a nearly flattop current pulse as measured at the output of the alpha magnet.

By these means, it has been possible to exploit the extraordinary nonlinear bunch compression mechanisms inherent in the design of single cell microwave thermionic guns to achieve the high peak and average currents required for effective FEL operation at infrared [9,10] and visible wavelengths [11] including the abilities to explore both the properties of advanced FEL systems including guiding as well as a number of key applications in photochemistry and surgery [3]. This approach to ebeam generation and acceleration also now appears to constitute one of the best available choices for use in high average power inverse Compton x-ray and gamma ray generation systems [12].

But it would remain a major step forward to devise and demonstrate a means to suppress the effects of cathode surface heating due to the back-bombardment effect. In the following section we describe the means available to accomplish this objective, and the experimental data acquired to date in the effort to validate this approach.

IV. USE OF A LASER PREPULSE TO STABILIZE THE CATHODE SURFACE TEMPERATURE

Previous measurements of the cathode surface temperature of our microwave thermionic gun at UH show a rise of nearly 60 K during a typical 5 μs long macropulse [13], introducing the three problems discussed in Sec. III. The question to be answered is: Does a method exist that can either prevent or compensate for this temperature rise in a microsecond time frame? The 1 mm long, 3 mm diameter LaB₆ cylindrical cathode in the UH gun is maintained just above 1700 K by a thin tungsten filament just behind it, but due to the thermal mass of the cathode and support structure, minimal though it is, the temperature cannot be changed on microsecond time scales with that filament. A more sophisticated contact heating/cooling system is impractical due to the need to keep the assembly surrounding the cathode (and therefore penetrating in to the gun cavity) to an absolute minimum to avoid perturbing the accelerating field. However, a noncontacting method that uses diffusion of heat from the surface of the cathode as a cooling mechanism is feasible.

If the cathode is maintained at a “standby” temperature below the ~1700 K operating temperature, a laser prepulse with duration in the microsecond regime can be used to transiently increase the cathode surface to a value above the operating temperature, leaving a large temperature gradient between the surface and bulk of the cathode. This temperature gradient leads to rapid cooling of the surface as the heat diffuses into the bulk.

If this laser prepulse deposits the appropriate amount of energy on the cathode surface and is timed just before the rf pulse—and the subsequent heating induced by back-bombardment (BB) as the gun emits current—then the diffusive cooling can counteract the heating due to BB and the cathode surface can remain at a stable temperature. This is the laser cooling concept described by Maday [14]. With the temperature stable, the current would no longer increase with macropulse time, the beam loading would be constant, and the accelerating field in the gun cavity would also be constant: eliminating the phase and energy slew and allowing for much longer macropulse times.

A. Numerical model of surface temperature stabilization

The temperature of the cathode in such a system is a complex function of the laser energy and timing, radiative cooling, and back-bombardment and is further complicated by positive feedback: an increased cathode temperature leads to more thermionic current emission, which leads to more back-bombardment, which increases the cathode temperature. Numerical calculations were performed of the cathode surface temperature taking into account all relevant phenomenon to determine the parameters of the laser prepulse. The basic formulation of this one-dimensional numerical model is described in a reference [15], with the back-bombardment power as a function of depth into the cathode calculated using PARMELA [16], though we have made several improvements: the model of the current emitted by the gun now accounts for space charge limited emission at low fields (Child’s law) [17], transitioning to the field assisted thermionic emission, or Schottky equation, when the current becomes thermionically limited [18], and the accelerating field is now appropriately reduced due to beam loading at higher currents using a shunt resistance in the circuit model of
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The numerical model does not account for the fill/empty time of the rf cavity during turn-on/off which is most likely the cause for this discrepancy.

In contrast to the steep rise in current shown in Figs. 7 and 8, limiting the pulse length to 5 \( \mu \text{s} \) the numerical model shows that by using a laser prepulse which deposits 329 mJ (average fluence of \( F = 4.65 \text{ J/cm}^2 \)) of heat onto the cathode surface over 7 \( \mu \text{s} \) duration just before the rf pulse enables pulses up to 29 \( \mu \text{s} \), illustrated in Fig. 9, while keeping the current in same range as we now operate and maintaining the surface temperature of the cathode below 2287 K—well below the melting point of LaB\(_6\) of 2483 K\(^{[20]} \). This is nearly a factor of 6 longer than the 5 \( \mu \text{s} \) pulses we currently operate with.

### B. A proof of principle experiment

The most common pulsed lasers capable of \( \sim 500 \text{ mJ} \) pulse energies have durations in the tens of nanoseconds, so they are not ideally suited for this purpose. The short pulses lead to a much higher surface temperature and the formation of a laser induced plasma just outside the surface. Nonetheless, we attempted to test the laser cooling concept with a \( q \)-switched Nd:YAG laser we had in hand both at the fundamental 1064 nm wavelength with 15 ns FWHM pulses, and at the second harmonic 532 nm with 20 ns pulses. To verify that these laser wavelengths
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BB stops in Fig. 8 which confirm that the model is a good fit to measurement for all times except near the rf turn-off. The numerical model does not account for the fill/empty time of the rf cavity during turn-on/off which is most likely the cause for this discrepancy.

Since it appears that the simulated temperature curve does not drop as rapidly as the measured temperature after BB stops at 6 \( \mu \text{s} \) in Fig. 7, we show comparison of the numerical model and measurement for longer times after
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would be absorbed by the LaB$_6$ cathode, we measured the emissivity to be 0.713 at 1064 nm and 0.687 at 550 nm [21] (note measurement below 532 nm was not possible due to equipment limitations). The laser was initially delivered to the cathode via a 1 mm diameter fiber optic cable, but the large numerical aperture of the fiber lead to the inability to focus the laser beam tightly on the cathode, so very little of the laser pulse energy was coupled as heat to the cathode surface. Also laser damage to the fiber surface at high energy decreased reliability. An evacuated free-space laser transport system was later constructed and allowed for much tighter focusing on the cathode. The final two mirrors were remotely adjustable to allow optimal steering of the laser onto the cathode during operation. Pulses of 1–40 mJ (average fluence of $F = 0.01$ to 0.57 J/cm$^2$) at 532 nm with duration of 20 ns were directed onto the cathode, and a quadratic minimum and flattening of the ramp in current due to back-bombardment was observed, commensurate with the numerical model results. Figure 10 shows the cathode temperature and gun current with a 4.66 mJ (average fluence of $F = 0.07$ J/cm$^2$) pulse incident on the window to the gun cathode during the rf macropulse. At 532 nm, approximately 92% of that energy is transmitted through the window and 68.7% is absorbed as heat due to the absorptivity (presumed equal to the emissivity) of LaB$_6$.

C. Limits on peak power of the laser prepulse

At incident average fluences approaching 0.13 J/cm$^2$ (9 mJ total energy), current from the cathode dropped to zero immediately after the laser pulse on every shot of the laser as shown in Fig. 11, presumably due to ionization and plasma formation on the cathode surface and subsequent shorting of the rf cavity. This drop in current was only seen sporadically at incident fluences between 0.13 and 0.04 J/cm$^2$ and never at fluences below. The numerical model shows that at an incident fluence of 0.28 J/cm$^2$ (20 mJ total energy), 20 ns laser pulse would increase the cathode surface temperature to 2490 K, beyond the 2483 K melting point of LaB$_6$ where evaporation, and therefore plasma formation, are dramatically more likely. The numerical model is only one-dimensional and so only supports a top-hat transverse intensity laser pulse, but the experimental laser pulse is nearly Gaussian in the transverse dimensions, making the peak fluence approximately twice the average fluence, so there is likely a small spot on the cathode that approaches the melting point with a 9 mJ laser pulse.

D. Options for limiting laser peak power

The numerical model has shown previously that a laser with the same energy and longer pulses could avoid plasma formation and still provide the cooling needed [15]. Fortunately, a typical Nd:YAG with tens of nanosecond pulses at the fundamental can be modified to produce...
pulses of 100 ns to 1 μs by insertion of a GaAs nonlinear absorber in the oscillator cavity at the Brewster angle [22]. Gallium arsenide has strong two photon absorption at 1064 nm, so it reduces the gain as the laser approaches saturation causing the pulse to build up more slowly and to a lower peak power in the oscillator. A circuit capable of extending the q-switch to microsecond duration, which we currently have operational, is also necessary to keep the cavity losses low while the laser builds to saturation. Work is currently in progress at UH to reproduce the previously demonstrated microsecond laser pulses as required to avoid plasma formation and extend the stabilization of cathode current and temperature to the longer pulse lengths predicted by our model.

Another means to reduce the possibility of ionization and plasma formation is by using the fundamental wavelength of 1064 nm instead of the 532 nm used in the experiments to date. The visible wavelength was used initially for convenience before we were aware ionization was an issue, but the longer IR wavelength is less likely to cause ionization [23], so it will be used in future experiments.

The transverse beam profile of the Nd:YAG laser used is pseudo-Gaussian with an average M^2 value of 4.11. The beam was focused such that twice the beam waist, 2w, was equal to the cathode diameter. A beam homogenizer could be used to achieve more uniform illumination consistent with the assumption of the one-dimensional model. Although the design of the present UH gun cavity does not provide the access needed to include this capability, the cavity could easily be modified to include an aperture for the required dimensions in future versions.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The microwave thermionic gun concept has largely faded from sight given its perceived limitations on bunch length due to the broad spectrum of energy of emitted electrons and on macropulse length due to back-bombardment. We have shown here that picosecond bunch sizes are attainable with such systems by carefully balancing the effect of electron momentum spread and transit time through the gun system. Further, we have shown a method to counteract back-bombardment heating and increase the available macropulse lengths (and therefore average current) by a factor of 6.

This predicted performance enhancement is significant for cavity enhanced inverse-Compton x-ray and gamma ray sources that require high average current, high brightness, and high repetition rates for which the thermionic gun is well suited [12]. Cavity enhanced sources offer the most straightforward route to a compact inverse-Compton sources, which is our focus, so we limit the following discussion to those sources.

The new generation of photocathode guns, with energy spreads and emittances far smaller and peak brightnesses far greater than those achievable with the thermionic gun, have enabled the current x-ray light sources like the LCLS and have also been proposed for cavity enhanced inverse-Compton (see for example [24]). However, photocathode guns are not the optimal choice for cavity enhanced sources for a number of reasons.

First, since the storage cavity length \( L = c/(2 f) \) with pulses stacking on every round-trip, a gigahertz repetition rate permits a cavity with \( L = 15 \) centimeters and centimeter diameter mirrors while the \( \sim 100 \) MHz repetition rates of photocathode guns [24,25] require \( L = 1.5 \) meters and 10 centimeter diameter mirrors: far larger than can be constructed with the necessary surface figure to achieve the required micron-scale focal spots.

Second, 10 μs pulses from the 2.856 GHz repetition rate, 110 pC/bunch gun at UH delivers over 3000 nC of charge to the optical storage cavity over the 1/e decay time of the stored optical pulses in the cavity: far greater than the 10 nC that can be delivered typical photocathode guns in the same time [24,26]. Recalling the linear average beam current dependence of inverse-Compton x-ray average power [27], it is clear that a stabilized thermionic gun is a superior choice in this regard.

Third, in the thermionic gun case, x rays are delivered in a steady stream of modest peak intensity pulses whereas photocathode guns deliver a less frequent high intensity pulse that could lead to pulse pileup in x-ray detectors.

Fourth, while thermionic guns even with laser cooling will still ultimately be limited by the thermal issue of back-bombardment, photocathode guns will likely face thermal management problems of their own if operated at gigahertz repetition rates and high macropulse average currents that have yet to be addressed including the possibility of ramps in cathode current due to heating of the cathode (due to its low quantum efficiency (QE) of 1%–10% [26,28]) by the incident pump laser beam. That is not to say that these thermal limitations cannot be overcome: indeed the DC photoemissive gun recently developed at Cornell [29] has impressive specifications and is the only photocathode gun we are aware of with similar repetition rates (1.3 GHz), bunch charge (77 pC), and average current (65 mA). However the complexity and cost of such a system make it impractical for the niche for which we propose the thermionic gun is better suited: cavity enhanced inverse Compton x-ray and gamma ray systems.

Finally, the thermionic gun cathodes are typically more rugged than photocathodes. The LaB_6 thermionic gun cathodes have extremely long lifetimes, can be exposed to atmosphere and recover full emission, and can be operated at vacuum levels of \( 10^{-5} \) Torr [19] where common photocathodes have QEs that decrease with time and cannot tolerate exposure to pressures above \( \sim 10^{-10} \) Torr [26,28].

Given these considerations, we believe the thermionic gun is the best choice for cavity enhanced inverse-Compton sources and other applications that require gigahertz
repetition rates and high average current in a low cost, highly reliable package and its utility in these applications is further enhanced with the improvements elucidated in this note.
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[5] We have neglected space charge effects in these calculations since the current is only space charge limited up to \( \sim 3 \) degrees, or \( \sim 3 \) ps, into the emission cycle after which the current becomes thermionically limited (as determined using the model in Sec. IVA) and space charge has little effect.